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This book contains a collection of recipes with step-by-step directions to build SEO-friendly websites

using standard Ajax tools. Each recipe contains behind-the-scene explanations to PHP Ajax

questions. This book is an ideal resource for people who like to add Ajax features to websites and

who prefer standards and best practices for building SEO-friendly websites. As the book covers

advanced topics, readers need to be aware of basic PHP, JavaScript and XML features.
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The sub-title for this book, "Over 60 simple but incredibly effective recipes to Ajaxify PHP websites"

is accurate, and if that is what you are looking for, then this book does a good job delivering on it.

Many programming training books take you through a single project from start to finish to help the

reader gain a deeper understanding of the language or techniques being employed. This is not that

style of book. Although the entire volume does flow together for the most part, it seems to work

better as a reference to solve a particular problem, or as the title would suggest, a cookbook where

you pick the recipe for the task you wish to complete.I feel it is important to note that a book like this

is not for novices. Before reading this book, the reader should already be comfortable with PHP and

the server end of their application. The reader would hopefully have a basic understanding of

JavaScript structure or at least the jQuery JavaScript library which is used for the vast majority of

examples in this book. Without this understanding going in, I fear that the reader will be faced with a

great deal of confusion and frustration when trying to understand and learn from the examples



given. As some newbies may not be aware, it is necessary to employ JavaScript to use AJAX

functionality.Chapter 1 uses a variety of JavaScript libraries to complete an assortment of AJAX

tasks commonly requested in modern web applications. It helps to show some of the strengths and

weaknesses of the different libraries. After chapter 1, the jQuery library will be used for all

examples.Chapter 2 shows possible solutions to several common tasks using the jQuery library and

AJAX functionality such as form validation, auto-suggest, file uploading, a rating system and

pagination.

I recently finished reading my first "cookbook" style programming book: PHP Ajax Cookbook: This is

my first cookbook review, so I thought I'd start by clarifying what this is and is not. It is not a

textbook-style book, similar to "Learn Ajax in 21 days". It is also not a reference book that you can

sit on your bookshelf and pull down when you need to look something up. It's a survey of a wide

variety of basic techniques that can be implemented with Ajax techniques and how they're done.

You should be familiar with both PHP, JavaScript, and CSS before picking this up, or you will get

REALLY lost.With that said, I thoroughly enjoyed this book. I recommend going ahead and

downloading the source code files (there's a registration, but it's painless). Some examples are fairly

lengthy, and you'll want the source code handy. In fact, this book is between 30% and 50%

code!The layout of the book is chapter around a main concept. Each chapter has several sections,

each devoted to a single example. For every example, several things are provided: an overview of

what the goal is, the code to implement a simple example (enough for you to build a real-world

product), an explanation of how it works, often nearly line-by-line, and a "There's more..." section

that gives you additional resources and ideas.Chapter 1 gives you a quick orientation to JavaScript

libraries that will make doing Ajax a lot easier. The practical examples will give you a sense of the

style of jQuery, Ext JS, MochiKit, Dojo, YIU, MooTools, and prototype.js. You'll have to learn them

on your own, but you will get a sense of how they work, and what they're like. The authors use

jQuery for the rest of the book. It's worth using one of these libraries, because raw JavaScript

makes doing Ajax calls awkward.

I've been in PHP development for more than 10 years and this book is really useful material.I could

recommend it to beginners and experienced developers. From my point of view, there are three

types of developer books - complete byte-to-byte fat books, introduction books and cookbooks. I

want my cookbook to have useful and simple to use recipes. This book fullfilled my

expectations.Chapter 1 tells about different mainstream JS libraries and framework. You cannot



expect from this kind of a book to cover so much information but it's useful to see what is out there.

At least you can find useful links or create a list of JS frameworks you should look for.Almost all the

rest this book is all about PHP and jQuery. It has lots of recipes that cover typical developer

scenarios. How to create form validation, file upload, dynamic containers such as tab navigators or

slideshow, pageless pagination but it goes futher. There are some simple examples how to create

drag & drop functionality, sorting, filtering. All common functionalities and I like to see them in one

book.There are some interesting chapters about debugging PHP / JS applications and about best

practices how to secure your Ajax applications. Perhaps it would be useful to see addtional pages

about PHP security. I know this is a book about PHP and Ajax, not just about PHP but pages about

security can be pure gold. Fortunately, this book offers excellent information about online

resources.Mashups chapters talks about usage of common web services. There is one really useful

chapter how to create a Google map search in specified radius - how to use PHP, Ajax, Google Map

API and MySql.
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